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Abstract 
Splitting a tree is defined as removing all edges of a chain and disconnecting one from the 
other edges incident with that chain. Splitting a forest is simultaneously splitting each of its 
non-trivial trees. The splitting number a(T) of a tree T is the minimum number of successive 
forest splittings which lead to deletion of all of T’s edges. An O(N) algorithm is proposed to get 
an upper bound c’(t), the connected splitting number, on the splitting number o(t) of a tree 
T and an O(N log N) algorithm to compute this last number, where N is the number of vertices 
of the tree. 
Subject to a mild condition, these numbers lead to find a ‘black-and-white coloring’ of a tree 
T. In such a coloring a large part of T’s vertices are colored in black or white and no two 
adjacent vertices receive a different color. 
Keywords: Tree; Chain; Splitting; Polynomial algorithm; Coloring 
Resume 
La fente d’un arbre est l’action qui consiste a oter toutes les a&es d’une de ses 
chaines et a deconnecter entre elles toutes les arttes incidentes a cette chaine. La fente 
dune for&t est la fente simultanee de chacun de ses arbres. La sapinicitb o(T) d’un arbre 
T est le nombre minimum de fentes successives de forets necessaires pour Bter toutes les a&es 
de T. 
Nous proposons un algorithme en O(N) pour obtenir une borne superieure a’(T) sur 
o(T), et un algorithme en O(Nlog N) pour calculer a(T), oti N est le nombre de sommets 
de T. 
Sous certaines conditions peu restrictives, les nombres a(T) et a’(T) permettent de dtter- 
miner une “coloration en noir et blanc” dun arbre T. Dans de telles colorations, la plupart des 
sommets de T sont color&s en noir ou en blanc et aucun sommet noir n’est adjacent a un 
sommet blanc. 
Mats cl&: arbre; chaine; fente; algorithme polynomial; coloration 
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1. Introduction 
We follow the terminology of Berge [l], to which we refer for undefined terms. 
Berge [2] studies the problem of finding how many black queens and how many white 
queens can be placed on an N x N chessboard without any black queen being in 
a position where it threatens a white queen (or vice versa). A related graph G = (V, E) 
is obtained by associating vertices with positions and edges with pairs of vertices on 
the same horizontal, vertical or diagonal line. The problem, in decision form, is then to 
determine if x vertices of G may be colored black and y vertices white in such a way 
that no edge has a black and a white vertex. Both x and y are assumed to be strictly 
positive. Note that some vertices remain uncolored. The complexity of this problem 
on chessboard graphs, which we call ‘black-and-white coloring’, is unknown (the 
authors will provide a bottle of Black and WhiteTM whisky for the first proof or 
disproof of NP-completeness). 
Considering general graphs G = (I’, E) leads to an NP-complete problem. Indeed, 
the black-and-white coloring problem on the complementary graph G = (V, E) of 
G amounts to finding a partial complete bipartite graph G’ = (Vi, V,, E’) of G with 
) VI ) = x and 1 V, 1 = y. This problem is known to be NP-complete for x = y [3]. The 
black-and-white coloring problem is however easy for some classes of graphs. If G is 
a chain, there is clearly a black-and-white coloring if and only if .x + ~1 < N = 1 VI. 
For trees, a dynamic programming algorithm, presented in the next section, gives 
a solution in O(N3) time. Moreover, we define a new parameter for trees T, 
the splitting number denoted a(T). This parameter yields a sufficient condition 
for existence of a black-and-white coloring of T, i.e., x + y < N - o(T). If 
this condition holds, which can be checked in O(N 1ogN) time, a black-and-white 
coloring of x + y vertices can be found in O(N) time. Moreover, a precise upper 
bound on o(T), i.e., the connected splitting number c’(T), can be obtained in O(N) 
time, which if x + y 6 N - o’(T) again lead to a black-and-white coloring of T in 
O(N) time. 
Given a tree T a splitting operation is defined as follows: 
(i) choose a chain C of T with vertex set Vc and edge set Ec; 
(ii) delete from T all edges of Ec, thus obtaining a forest Fl = T\C; 
(iii) disconnect one from the other all edges of Fl incident with Vc, i.e., make as many 
copies & vi . of each vertex uk of Vc as there are edges { uk, vi}, { vk, v,> . . . incident 
with ok in Fl and replace these edges by {vi, vl}, ( vl, urn} . . thus obtaining a forest F2. 
These three steps are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Splitting a forest is defined as splitting simultaneously each of its non-trivial trees 
(i.e., trees with edges). Let us call a complete splitting of a tree T the application of 
successive forest splittings until all edges of T are removed. A complete splitting of 
T defines a partition P = (S,, S2, . . . ,S,) of its edges where Si denotes the edges 
removed in the ith forest splitting. The level of an edge is the index of the forest 
splitting in which it is removed. It follows that an edge has level i if and only if it 
belongs to Si. 
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atree T 
step (i) step (ii) 
Fig. 1. A splitting operation. 
step (iii) 
The splitting number o(T) of a tree is defined as the smallest number of successive 
forest splittings in a complete splitting of T. Observe that a chain deleted at level 
i (2 d i d z) does not necessarily share a common vertex with the chains deleted 
at a previous level. If it is assumed that each maximal chain in Si (2 d i d z) intersects 
an edge in at least one Sj(j < i), another definition obtains, i.e., that of connerred 
splitting and correlatively of complete connected spktting and connected splittirug 
number a’(T). 
Clearly, one could define a splitting operation and splitting number for a graph G in 
a similar way as for trees. The splitting number may be of independent interest. it 
corresponds to a process on a graph performed in parallel. While many parallel 
algorithms have been proposed for graph-theoretical problems, few parallel processes 
on graphs, and related parameters, appear to have been studied. A notable exception 
is broadcasting (or gossip propagation), see, e.g., the recent special number of Discrete 
Applied Mathematics [4]. 
2. Black-and-white coloring of trees 
In this section we present an exact dynamic programming algorithm for the 
black-and-white coloring problem of trees, expressed in the following decision form. 
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BLACK-AND-WHITE COLORING 
Input: Tree T, positive integers x and y. 
Question: Does T admit a coloring of x of its vertices in black and y in white such 
that no edge has one black and one white vertex. 
Vertices of T will be labelled B (black), W (white) or U (uncolored). The algorithm 
will in fact determine all non-dominated pairs of numbers (x, y) such that T admits 
a black-and-white coloring, i.e., pairs (x, y) such that there is no pair (x’, y’) satisfying 
this condition and such that x’ >x, y’ ay and (x, y) # (x’, y’). 
For this purpose, T is oriented towards a leaf chosen as root. The vertices of T are 
then renumbered such that for any oriented edge (Q, ul) of T, k < 1 holds. For any 
vertex Di let vj be its unique successor (if i < n) and Z.‘il, . . . , Uit be its immediate 
predecessors (if Ui is not a leaf). We use the following notations: 
- Gi is the subgraph of T induced by all vertices of index <i; 
- 6 denote the set of vertices of Gi in the same connected component as Vi; 
- Y& denote the subtree induced by vU{Uj}; 
- Y&P denote the subtree induced by K1u . . . UK,u{Vi} (1 < r < k). 
For a subtree 7” of T, three lists B,,, WT, and UT, will be considered, one for each 
possible label of the root of T’. List B,, (respectively WT, and U,,) contains all 
non-dominated pairs of numbers for T’, assuming that the root of T’ has label 
B (respectively W and U). Two operations will be performed, i.e., 
- exstension of a subtree T’ which consists in determining the lists for the subtree 
obtained from T’ by adding the unique arc out of its root; 
- fusion of two subtrees T’ and T” having the same root and no other vertex in 
common, which consists in determining the lists for the subtree containing all 
vertices of T’ and T”. 
Algorithm LIST(T) described below generates all non-dominated pairs (x, y) for T. It uses 
procedures EXTENSION and FUSION for performing the above-mentioned operations. 
Algorithm LIST(T) 
- Orient the edges of T towards a leaf chosen as root and renumber the vertices of 
T so that k < 1 holds for any oriented edge (vk, ur) of T. 
- For each leaf vi of T, define the lists for z as follows: BT, = ((2, O)}, WT, = { (0, 2)) 
and UT, = ((1, O), (0, 1)). 
- Consider all vertices of T which are not a leaf in order of increasing indices. Let 
(Vi,, ... 3 Vix} be the set of immediate predecessors of vi. Lists for Ti are determined as 
follows (notice that lists for T,,l = T, have already been determined): 
- call FUSION (Ti,j, T,,,) for getting the lists Of ~,j+ 1, wherej varies from 1 to k - 1. 
- call EXTENSION (Ti,k) for getting the lists of Ti. 
- Merge BT and W, and delete dominated pairs (notice that T = TN 1 and that the 
third list UT does contain no pair which is not dominated or equivalent to one of 
the first two lists as the label of uNel may always be shifted to the root uN if the 
latter is labelled U). 
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Procedure EXTENSION(T) 
Lists for the subtree T’ obtained from T by adding the unique arc out of the root 
of T are determined as follows: 
- set BT, = {(a + 1, b)/(a, b) E B+ UT} 
WT, = {(a, b + l)/(a, h) E WTUUT) 
UT. = BTuWTuUT. 
- Remove pairs of a list which are dominated by a pair of the same list. 
Procedure FUSION( T, T’) 
Lists for the subtree T” containing all vertices of T and T’ are determined as 
follows: 
--- set BT., = ((u + a’ - 1, b + b’)/(a, b) E BT and (u’, b’) E BTC} 
WT,, = ((u + a’, b + b’ - l)/(u, b) E W, and (a’, b’) E WTzj. 
UT = {(u + a’, b + b’)/(u, b) E UT and (a’, b’) E UT,}. 
- Remove pairs of a list which are dominated by a pair of the same list. 
Proposition 2.1. The above algorithm provides a complete list of non-dominated pairs@ 
T in 0(N3) time. 
Proof. Correctness follows from that only dominated pairs are eliminated (Bellman’s 
principle). Lists are of length at most N. Extension is in O(N) and fusion in O(N’) 
using e.g. bucket sorting for elimination of dominated triples. As those operations are 
done N times at most, the algorithm is in 0(N3). 0 
To find if T admits a black-and-white coloring with x black and y white vertices it 
suffices to consider the pair (a = x, b) in the final list of non-dominated pairs; there is 
a black-and-white coloring if and only if b 3 y. Finding such a coloring is easy if 
pointers have been used in the algorithm to note which non-dominated pairs are 
implied in the extension and fusion operations to get new non-dominated pairs. Then 
a black-and-white coloring with a = x black and b white vertices can be obtained. By 
removing the colour of b - y white vertices one gets the desired coloring. 
3. Complete splittings of trees 
Note that, as shown in [S], a complete splitting with minimum splitting number 
is not necessarily obtained if, at each forest splitting, the largest chain or the 
chain passing by the largest number of vertices of degree 2 3 is removed from each, 
tree. 
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Given positive integers associated with all edges of T one may ask if these numbers 
correspond to levels of a complete splitting of T. Three edges with the same level 
k incident to a same vertex v will be called a k-claw of center v. A chain with at least 
3 edges, with both extreme edges of level k and other edges of level > k will be called 
a k-chain. 
Theorem 3.1. A numbering of the edges of T corresponds to levels of a complete splitting 
of T if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) if there is a k-claw, there must be afourth edge incident to its center with a number 
< k; 
(ii) if there is a k-chain, there must be an edge incident to a non-extreme vertex of the 
chain with a number <k. 
Proof. Necessity: Consider levels associated with a complete splitting of T: 
(i) The three edges of any k-claw cannot all be in the same chain, so the center v of 
the k-claw must belong to a chain already removed in a previous forest splitting. 
Hence, there must be an edge incident to v with level < k; 
(ii) if there is a k-chain, its extreme edges cannot have been removed in the same 
forest splitting unless they have been disconnected by a previous forest splitting; 
therefore, there must be an edge incident with a non-extreme vertex of the chain with 
level <k. 
Sufficiency: By induction on the levels. For level 1, condition (i) implies that the 
partial graph with edges of level 1 can have no vertex of degee 3 3 and condition (ii) 
that it is connected; hence it is a chain. So assume that the edges of levels 1,2, . . , k - 1 
correspond to edges deleted by k - 1 successive forest splittings. Let us show that the 
edges of level k correspond to those removed by one more forest splitting. 
Consider the forest F obtained after the k - 1 first forest splittings and let T’ be any 
connected component of F. Subtree T’ cannot contain a k-claw as otherwise the 
original tree T would have had an edge of level <k incident with the center v of the 
k-claw and this claw would have been disconnected. Similarly, T’ cannot contain 
a k-chain, as otherwise this k-chain would also have been disconnected due to an edge 
of level <k incident to a non-extreme vertex of the k-chain. Hence, the edges of level 
k constitute a (possibly empty) chain in each connected component of F. 0 
The next theorem characterizes complete connected splittings. 
Theorem 3.2. A numbering of the edges of T corresponds to levels of a complete 
connected splitting of T if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) zfthere is a k-claw, there must be a fourth edge incident to its center with a number 
< k; 
(ii) there is no chain in T having a non-extreme edge with a number larger than the 
numbers on the extreme edges of the chain. 
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Proof. Necrssity: Consider levels associated with a complete connected splitting of 
T. Condition (i) follows from Theorem 3.1. Assume there is a chain C = (rr , cl, , I.,,) 
in T having a non-extreme edge {pi, Z;i, 1> (1 < i < p - 1) with level k and both 
extreme edges {rl, u2} and (v,_ 1, u,} with level <k. Consider the two subtrees T’ and 
T” obtained from T by deleting edge (Ui, Ci-c 1, I. Since each maximal chain with level 
1 > 1 in T must share a common vertex with a chain with level <I, it follows that T’ 
and T” must contain edges with level 1. Hence, the edges with level 1 do not induce 
a chain in T, a contradiction. 
S@7ficir~c~~ Notice that condition (ii) implies that there is no k-chain in T. It follows 
from Theorem 3.1 that the numbering of the edges of T corresponds to levels of 
a complete splitting of T. Let e and e’ be two edges in T with level i > 1 and 1. 
respectively. According to condition (ii) the numbers on the chain linking e to 0’ are 
decreasing. Hence, each maximal chain with number i intersects an edge with number 
<i. 0 
We next give a lower bound on the number of vertices of a tree with splitting 
number cr( T). 
Proposition 3.3. The minimum number qf vertices ?]‘a tree T with splitting number 
g(T) = k is ut least 3km ’ + 1 (where k 3 1). 
Proof. By induction. For k = 1, T is an edge with 2 vertices and the result clearly 
holds. Assume the result holds for k - 1 and consider a tree with a(T) = k. For 
a vertex L’ in T consider the forest F, obtained from T by disconnecting one from the 
other all edges incident with z’. Call the score of u the number of connected compo- 
nents in F,. with splitting number equal to k - 1. Observe first that T must contain 
a vertex with score 22, else T would have splitting number $ k - 1. We now prove 
that there is a vertex v in T with score 33. Indeed suppose not and consider the set of 
vertices with score 2. All vertices in this set are on a chain C: otherwise there would be 
a vertex of score 3 at the intersection of chains joining pairwise 3 of them not on the 
same chain. Taking C as chain for a first splitting in T would lead to a complete 
splitting with k - 1 levels, a contradiction. 
Now let N(K) denote the minimum number of vertices of a tree with splitting 
number o(T) = k. We have observed that N(K) is at least 3 times N(k - 1) minus 
2 and as N( 1) = 2 one gets the result by solving the recurrence relation. 0 
Corollary 3.4. a(T) d log,(N - 1) + 1 E O(log,V). 
Finding a complete connected splitting of a tree T is easy and can be done by means 
of the following algorithm. Define a pendant chain as a chain such that one terminal 
vertex is a leaf, the other a vertex of degree at least 3 and all intermediary vertices are 
of degree 2. 
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Algorithm Complete-Connected-Splitting(T) 
Initialization: Set k = 0 and T’ = T. 
Recursive step 
Set k = k + 1. If T’ is a chain give level k to all its edges and go to the final step. If 
T’ has a single vertex v of degree >2 give level k to all edges of T’ except one of 
them which is adjacent to u and receives level k + 1; then go to the final step. 
Otherwise, give level k to all edges of all pendant chains in T’; remove these edges 
from T’ and apply the recursive step to the resulting tree. 
Final step 
Let L be the largest level used. Replace the level 1 of each edge of T by 
I’=L-l+l. 
Proposition 3.5. The above algorithm$nds a complete connected splitting of T in O(N) 
time. 
Proof. Consider any edge {v, w} of T. Let i be its level and let T’ and T” be the two 
connected subtrees obtained by removing {v, w} from T. Observe that T’ or T” 
contains only edges with level >i. Hence, condition (ii) of Theorem 3.2 holds. 
Assume that more than 2 adjacent edges have a same level 1> 1, their common 
vertex is the extreme vertex of pendant chains with level 1 in the subtree containing all 
edges with level d 1. It follows that this vertex is adjacent to an edge with level < 1. No 
three adjacent edges can have level 1, as only edges of a chain receive such a level. 
Hence, (i) holds and it follows from Theorem 3.2 that the levels determined by the 
above algorithm correspond to a complete connected splitting of T. 
For complexity, computing degrees, updating them and performing operations 
from the leaves inwards takes O(N) time. 0 
Proposition 3.6. The above algorithm jnds a complete connected splitting with a’(T) 
levels. 
Proof. Let L be the largest level in T. It follows from Proposition 3.5 that the above 
algorithm provides a complete connected splitting of T with L levels. Hence, 
o’(T) Q L and it remains to prove that a’(T) 2 L. 
Let T’ denote the subtree of T containing all edges of level <i. We prove by 
induction on the levels that a’(T’) 2i. For i = 1 the result is clear. For i = 2, T2 
contains at least one vertex of degree 23 which means that o’(T’) 22. Assume the 
result holds for i < k and consider i = k. 
Consider a complete connected splitting (S,, . . , S,,,,Q) of T’ using o’(T’) levels 
(where Si denotes the set of edges with level i). Let {v, w} be any edge in So,(riJ and 
consider the subtrees T’ and T” obtained by removing edge (v, w> from T’. We may 
assume, without loss of generality, that all edges of S1 are in T’. According to 
condition (ii) of Theorem 3.2, all edges in T” belong to Scr’(T’). It now follows from 
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a level 1 - level2 - level 3 --- level4 
Fig. 2. The connected splitting number of a tree T may be strictly larger than the splitting number of T. 
condition (i) of Theorem 3.2 that the subtree obtained by adding edge {v, w} to T” is 
a pendant chain in T’. 
Hence, all edges in So,CT~j appear on pendant chains of T’. Since T’~ i is obtained 
from T’ by deleting all pendant chains, we have a’(T’) ba’(T’- ‘) + 1 = i. 0 
Observe that the connected splitting number a’(T) of a tree T may be strictly larger 
than the splitting number o(T), as illustrated in the example of Fig. 2. To be able to 
get rapidly a black-and-white coloring of a larger proportion of trees we next consider 
the problem of finding efficiently the splitting number a(T) of a tree T. 
For computing the splitting number a(T) of a tree T, the edges of T are first 
oriented towards a vertex chosen as root. We then assign to each arc (Q, Uj) of 
T a level Ii and a set pi of forbidden levels for the arc out of Uj. We use the following 
notations: 
~ j’(i) is the largest level which appears in at least two sets 9k and .Ph of two arcs 
(Q, ci) and (uh, vi) entering ai. If no such level exists thenf(i) = 0; 
- r,(i) is the largest level appearing on at least M arcs entering Vi. If no such level 
exists the r,(i) = 0; 
~ Pi is the set of all levels in { 1,. . . , N} which do not appear in any set ,Pk of an arc 
(lik, Vi) entering ci. 
Algorithm Complete-Splitting(T) 
Initialization step 
Orient the edges of T towards a leaf chosen as root and renumber the vertices so 
that k ~1 holds for any arc (uk, ur) of T. 
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Sequential step 
Scan all vertices of T except IJ,,, in order of increasing indices. 
If vi is a source then set li = 1 and Fi = 0. 
If vi is not a source then 
- define li as follows: 
(a) if ri(i)$Pi or rI(i) <max{f(i),r,(i)} or rI(i) = r2(i) = 1 then 
set li = min {I E Pi/l > max{f(i), r,(i)}}; 
(b) if rI(i) E Pi and rI(i) > max{f(i), r3(i)} and rI(i) > rz(i)} then set Ii = rI(i); 
(c) if rI(i) E Pi and rI(i) >max(f(i), TX(i)} and rI(i) = rz(i)} > 1 then set l: = 1; 
T put in pi all levels 1 which are not in Pi and which are strictly larger than li and 
rz(i). Add level rz(i) to cFi if rz(i) >li. 
Final step 
Let L be the largest level used. Replace the level 1 of each edge of T by 
1’=L-l+l. 
Before proving that the above algorithm finds a complete splitting of T with a(T) 
levels, we make simple observations. 
Observation 1. Level li belongs to Pi for each index, i, 1 <i <N. 
Indeed, this is clearly true if li is defined by case (a) or (b) of the sequential step. In 
case (c) li is set equal to 1 and it is sufficient to notice that level 1 cannot belong to any 
set of forbidden levels. 
Observation 2. Let (vi, Uj) be an arc of T and assume lj < li = rl(j). Then li E 9j. 
Indeed, lj <rl (j) means that lj is defined by case (c) of the sequential step. Hence, 
lj = 1 < r2 (j) = r1 0’) = li which means that rz( j) = li belongs to 9j. 
Observation 3. Let (Vi, Vj) be an arc of T and consider any level 1 in Pi. If l> lj and 
1 >rI(j) then 1 E ~j. 
Indeed, 1 E pi implies l#Pj and since 1 >lj it is sufficient to show that 1 >r,(j). 
Suppose not; then 1 <r,(j) < rI(i) ~1 which means that rl(j) = l$Pj. It follows that lj 
is defined by case (a) of the sequential step and lj > rl(j) > 1, a contradiction. 
Theorem 3.1. The levels defined by the above algorithm correspond to levels of a com- 
plete splitting of T. 
Proof. By induction on the number N of vertices in T. For N < 2 the result clearly 
holds. So assume the algorithm finds a complete splitting for trees having at most 
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N - 1 vertices. It must be proved that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied. Consider the levels defined by the algorithm before applying the final step. 
By induction hypothesis, it is sufficient to show that 
(i) if there is a k-claw of center vN 1 then there is an edge of level > k incident to 
I’>\ 1 ; 
(ii) if there is a chain containing cN_i as non-extreme vertex with both extreme 
edges of level k and other edges of level <k, then there is an edge of level > k incident 
to a non-extreme vertex of the chain. 
Proof: (i) Assume there is a k-claw of centre ~‘~_i. If the arc out of uN_i is in the 
k-claw then k = IN- 1 and there are two arcs of level ly_ 1 entering vN_ 1. It follows that 
l,v_, <r,(N - 1) <rl (N - 1) which means that /,V_ 1 is defined by case (c) of the 
sequential step. Hence, INPi < r,(N - 1) and there is an arc entering cy 1 of 
level >l.v_-l. 
If the arc out of vN-i is not in the k-claw then k <r3(j). Now if r,(N - 1) = 
r,(N - 1) then IN_ 1 is defined by case (a) of the sequential step which means that 
I,Y__i >r,(N - 1) >k. Otherwise, r,(N - 1) >r,(N - 1) >k. In all cases there is an 
edge of level > k incident with vN _ , 
(ii) Consider a chain C = (vjO, rj,, . . , cj,) containing uN_ 1 as non-extreme vertex 
with both extreme edges of level k and other edges of level <k. Let vjs be the root of the 
subtree of T induced by C and assume q > 1 without loss of generality. It follows that 
jy equals N - 1 or N and that k = 1,. We prove that there is at least one edge of 
level >ljo incident with a non-extreme vertex of C. Suppose not; then lj, 3 r,(j.J, 
1 6s <p - 1. Since 1, cannot be larger than ri (j,) it follows that lj, < ljo = rI(,j,) 
which means, by Observation 2, that lj, E Rjj,. It then follows from Observation 3 that 
lj,, E ,~j~. 1 <s < min {q, p - l}. Moreover, if q < p - 1 then the same arguments 
imply ljp = lJil E ~~j,, q < s <p - 1. AS a consequence, the root L’j, of C cannot be equal 
t0 CAT else Ij” = lNp1 E Fjq_, which means that l,__,$Pj,_, = PN_ 1, contradicting 
Observation 1. So cju = vN_ 1 and it follows that lj, E .Pjq_ I which means that l,,,$Pjy. 
Now, 
~~ if lj, = rl (,j,) the ljq is defined by case (a) of the sequential step and /,u > r1 (j,) = ljl~; 
~~ if lj,~ > rl (,j,) then q > p - 1 which means that Ij,, E Fjqj,-, Hence, (Cj,~ I, I:j,,) and 
(r&+,~ Vj,) are two arcs entering vj, and containing lj, in their set of forbidden levels. 
It follows that f(j,) > lj, > r*(j,). Level ljs is therefore defined by case (a) of the 
sequential step and we have 1, > f( j,) > lj,. 
In both cases level ljp is strictly larger than lj, which means that {v,+ ,, cv.) is an edge 
of level > lj,, incident to a non-extreme edge of C. 0 
For a tree T, let ET denote the set of edges e such that there exists a complete 
splitting ( S1, , S,(,,) of T using a(T) levels with e E Si. In other words, ET is the set 
of all edges which can possibly belong to the first chain deleted in a complete splitting 
of T made of o(T) forest splittings. 
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Moreover, consider the numbering of the vertices defined in the initialization step of 
the above algorithm and let T (1 <i < N) denote the subtree containing Ui obtained 
from T by deleting the arc out of vi. 
Theorem 3.8. Consider the levels 1; dejined by the above algorithm before applying the 
jinal step and let L denote the largest level used. Then 
(1) If L E FNPl then edge {v,+~, vn) does not belong to ET; 
(2) a(T) = L. 
Proof. By induction of the number N of vertices in T. For N 62 the result clearly 
holds. So assume it holds for trees having at most N - 1 vertices. Notice that it follows 
from Theorem 3.7 that a(T) dL. 
Proof: (1) Assume L E Pn_ 1. According to the sequential step of the above algo- 
rithm, either L$PN_l and L >max{lN_1,r2(N - l)} or else lNml < rz(N - 1) = L. 
- If L$PN_l and L >max{l,_,, r,(N - l)}, consider any arc (Vi, VN- 1) entering 
v~-~ with L E pi. It follows that level L appears on at least one edge of T. By 
induction hypothesis we have {~~,vN-~}$ET, and a(Tt) = L. Hence, 
{Vi, v#_ ,}#E, else the edges of T cannot be deleted with o(T) forest splittings. 
Since at least one edge of Ti must belong to the first chain deleted in a complete 
splitting of T using a(T) levels, it follows that {UN- 1, vN)#Er. 
- If I,_ 1 <r,(N - 1) = L there are two arcs (vi, UN_ 1) and (Vj, UN- 1) of level L and 
entering vN_ 1. By induction hypothesis, we have a(Ti) = a(Tj) = L which implies 
that o(T) = L. Since the first chain deleted in a complete splitting of T using a(T) 
levels must contain at least one edge of T and one of Tj, it follows that 
{UN-~, YV)$&. 
(2) It is sufficient to prove that a(T) >L. If there is an arc (Vi, Vj) # (VN-I> vN) of 
level L then, by induction hypothesis, we have o(Ti) = L and, as a(Ti) <o(T), we are 
done. So assume that {UN- 1, uN } is the unique edge in T of level L. Then 
r1 (N - 1) <L = lN_ 1 and it follows that IN_ 1 is defined by case (a) of the sequential 
step. We now examine the cases where rl(N - 1) = L - 1 and rl (N - 1) <L - 1 and 
prove that g(T) 3 L is both cases. 
Case 2.1: r,(N - 1) = L - 1. Consider any arc (Vi, UN-i) of level L - 1 entering 
UN _ 1. It follows from the induction hypothesis that o(TJ = L - 1. 
- If rI(N - l)$P,_, then there is an arc (Vj, VN-1) entering VN_l with 
L - 1 = lj E Fj. Hence, Tj contains an edge of level L - 1. NOW o(Tj) = L - 1 
and {Uj, UN_ 1} 4 ET, by induction hypothesis. It follows that a(T) > L - 1, else the 
first chain deleted m a complete splitting of T using L - 1 levels contains at least 
one edge of Ti and one of Tj different from {Vj, UN-i}, which is clearly not possible. 
- If r,(N - 1) dmax{f(N - l),r,(N - l)} then we may assume rI(N - 1) > 
f(N - l), else rI(N - l)#PN-1 and this case has been studied above. 
Hence, r,(N - 1) = r3(N - 1) and there are three arcs (Vi, VN_l), (v.~, VN-1) and 
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(uk, UN-l) of level L - 1 entering UN-i. By induction hypothesis, we have 
o(Ti) = a(Tj) = c(Tk) = L - 1. It follows that o(T) >L - 1, else the first chain 
deleted in a complete splitting of T using L - 1 levels contains at least one edge of 
T, one of Tj and one of Tk, which is clearly not possible. 
--- If r,(N - 1) = r,(N - 1) = 1 then L = 2 and since T contains at least three edges 
incident to L!,+ 1 it follows that a(T) 3 2 = L. 
Cuse 2.2: rr (N - 1) < L - 1. Since lN_ 1 > L - 1 > y1 (N - 1) it follows from case 
(a) of the sequential step that L - 1 $PN_, . Consider any arc (Vi, V.+ 1) entering vN_, 
with L - 1 E 9$. By induction hypothesis, we have a(T) = L - 1 and (Vi, ON_ l}$Er,. 
- If there is a second arc (Vj, cN_ r) entering c’~_ 1 with L - 1 E PI then 
Il;i, cN_ 1 )$E, and a(Tj) = L - 1 by induction hypothesis. It follows that 
a(T) > L - 1, else the first chain deleted in a complete splitting of T using L - 1 
levels contains at least one edge of T different from {Ci, rN_ i} and one edge of rj 
different from {Vi, UN_ 1}, which is clearly not possible. 
- If (Ci, o.~ _ i) is the unique arc entering L’ ._ h I with L - 1 E 4, then consider the 
vertex Uj in Ti with smallest index such that L - 1 E ~j. Since the edges with level 
L - 1 form a chain in T, all such edges are in Tj. No arc (vk, “j) entering L’~ has 
L - 1 E .4 and it follows from the definitions given in the sequential step that 
,Yj = {L - l} and r2(j) = L - 1 >lj = 1. Now by induction hypothesis, we have 
Cr(Tj) = L - 1 and the arc out of tij does not belong to ET,. 
Consider the subtree T’ containing uj and obtained from T be deleting all arcs 
entering Cj. By applying algorithm Complete-Splitting to T’, choosing UN as root in 
the initialization step, one gets for each arc (v,~, vl) in T’ (1 ds < N - 1) exactly the 
same levels and sets of forbidden levels as for T, except that L - 1 is no longer 
forbidden on the chain linking L‘~ to UN_ 1. Hence, edge iv,,_ 1, cN} receives level 
L - 1 instead of L and it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
o(T’) = L - 1. Finally, o(T) > L - 1, else the first chain deleted in a complete 
splitting of T using L - 1 levels contains at least one edge of T’ and one edge of 7, 
but does not contain the arc out of I?j, which is clearly not possible. 0 
Proposition 3.9. The above algorithm,finds a complete splitting of T with a(T) levels in 
O(N log N) time. 
Proof. Observe first that computing a level li (1 < i <N) for the arc out of Ui requires 
only information related to all arcs (Cj, Vi) entering Vi, i.e., labels L, and sets of 
forbidden levels Fj. These sets have length at most a(T). It follows from Corollary 3.4 
that a(T) E O(log N). Thus, each level Ii and each set of forbidden levels ,4 may be 
computed in O(log N) time multiplied by the number of predecessors of l?i. Moreover, 
computing r,(i) andf(i) may be done by listing the number of times a level is given to 
an arc entering vi or forbidden on an arc entering C’i (in lists of length O(log N)) and 
scanning these lists for computing rl(i), r2(i), rj(i) andf(i). Again the time required is 
O(log N) times the number of predecessors of c,. 
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Then considering the total computing work, and noting that the sum of the 
numbers of predecessors of all vertices is equal to N - 1, one finds that O(NlogN) 
operations suffice. 0 
4. A sufficient condition 
We state in this section a sufficient condition for the existence of a black-and-white 
coloring of T with x black and y white vertices. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (S,, . . , S,) be a complete splitting of a tree T. If x + y d N - z there 
exists a black-and-white coloring of T with x black and y white vertices. 
Proof. By induction on z. If z = 1 then T is a chain. The x vertices closest to one end 
of the chain may be colored in black and the y vertices closest to the other end in 
white. 
Assume the result holds for z <k and consider z = k. Let C = (vi, v2, . . , up) be the 
chain induced by the edges of level 1. For each vi (1 <i <p) in C define ai as the set of 
vertices in the subtree containing vi and obtained from T by deleting edge (vi, Ui+ i>. 
Let V,, be the set of vertices in T and consider the smallest index j such that 1 V’l >x 
(which exists as 1 VP1 = N >x). 
If 1 b$ = x + 1, color in black all vertices of 5 except vj and choose any y vertices in 
V,\V, to be colored in white. Otherwise, let Wi, . . . , W, denote the sets of vertices in the 
subtrees containing no vertex of C and obtained from T by removing vj. Consider the 
smallest index r such that 1 i$ 1 I + CL= 1 I Wil >x (where ) 5.. i 1 = 0 if j = 1) which 
exists as I I$ 1 I + Cy= 1 1 Wil = 151 - 1 >X. 
If IV,1 -(l&1l +Cl_i IWJ)>y, choose x vertices in ~_,uWIu~~~uW, to be 
colored black and y vertices in (VP\ Q)u W,, 1u ... u W, to be colored white. Other- 
wise, color in black all vertices in J$ 1 u WI u ... u W,_ 1 and color in white all vertices 
of (VP\ Vj)u W,, 1 u ... u W,. Let x’ denote the total number of vertices colored black 
and y’ the total number of vertices colored white. Since all vertices except Vj and those 
in W, are now colored, we have x’ + y’ = N - I W,l - 1. We use induction on the 
subtree T’ induced by W, with 2 = x - x’ and j = y - y’. The total number of vertices 
to be colored in T’ is x”+j=(x+y)-(x’+y’)<(N-z)-(N-IW,l-l)= 
I W,) - (z - 1). Since the edges of T ’ can be deleted in z - 1 successive forest splittings, 
it follows that T’ can be colored in black and white with 2 black and J white 
vertices. ??
Observe that from Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 4.1 there is a black-and-white- 
coloring of T whenever x + y dN - log,(N - 1) + 1. This condition is a mild one. 
Given a complete connected splitting (S,, , S,) of a tree T, Theorem 4.1 leads to 
the following O(N) algorithm for finding a black-and-white coloring of T, when 
condition x + y d N - z holds. 
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Algorithm BWl(T) 
Step 1: Orient the edges of T towards an extreme vertex of the chain induced by S,. 
For each Z’i in T, let K denote the set of vertices of the subtree containing r, 
and obtained from T by removing the arc going out of Z’i. Using depth-first 
search compute the labels ni = 1 q 1. 
SetT’=Tandl=l. 
Step 2: Set c equal to the root in T’. Set b = 0. 
Step 3: As long as b <x perform the following operations: 
(i) for each arc (Vi, v) of level >1, in order of increasing indices, add Yli to b; 
(ii) Let (w, a) be the arc of level I entering G. Set u = w and add 1 to b. 
Step 4: If the last increase of b was made in (ii) (in which case h = x), consider the 
immediate successor w of u. Color black all vertices of the subtree containing 
M‘ and obtained from T’ by deleting the arc (c, MI). Leave D uncolored. Color 
white any y remaining vertices and stop. 
Step 5: If the last increase of b was made in (i), consider the predecessor I;i of L’ at the 
last increase of b. It follows that b 2x with b - ni <s. Let F be the forest 
obtained by deleting vertex 2’. Color black all vertices of the connected 
components of F containing the immediate successor of v or an immediate 
predecessor ~7~ of v such that j <i and (Vj, c) is of level > 1. Leave 1: uncolored. 
?? If b = x color black all vertices of K, color white any y remaining vertices 
and stop. 
?? If b >x color white at most 4’ and possibly all vertices of the connected 
components of F containing an immediate predecessor z’~ of 0 such that 
,i > i and (vj, D) is of level > 1. If y vertices have been colored white, color 
black any x - (b - ni) vertices of K and stop. Otherwise substract (b - ni) 
from x and N - (b + 1) from .y. Set T’ equal to the subtree induced by V 
and go to Step 2. 
Proposition 4.2. Consider any complete connected splitting (S,, , S,) of a tree T. Jf 
x + y d N - z then BW 1 (T) provides a black-and-white coloring of T in O(N) tivne. 
Proof. Correctness follows from Theorem 4.1. For complexity, observe first that 
Step 1 is in O(N) as it uses depth-first search. Then Steps 2-5 use the same vertex 
numbering and cardinalities ni of subtrees induced by x as for T. Moreover, each ni is 
considered at most once to be added to b. Hence, only O(N) computations are 
made. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Zf x + y <N - o’(T) a black-and-white coloring of T can he .found in 
O(N) time. 
Proof. From Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, a labelling corresponding to a complete 
connected splitting of T with a’(T) levels can be found in O(N) time. Given 
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this splitting, a black-and-white coloring can be found also in O(N) time from 
Theorem 4.1 0 
Given a non-connected complete splitting (Si, . . , S,) of T, a slightly more 
complex algorithm named BW2 can be applied for finding a black-and-white coloring 
of T, when condition x + y <N - z holds. It differs from BWl in the first two 
steps. 
Algorithm BW2( T) 
Step 1: Set T’ = T and 1 = 1. 
Step 2: Orient the edges of T’ towards an extreme vertex of the chain induced by Si. 
For each vertex Vi not in Sl which precedes a vertex v on SI, denote K the set of 
vertices of the subtree containing vi and obtained from T’ by removing the arc 
(vi, v). Using depth-first search compute the labels ni = I&I. 
Set v equal to the root in T’. Set b = 0. 
Steps 3-5: As in BWl(T). 
Proposition 4.4. Consider any complete splitting (S, . . . , S,) of a tree T. 
Zf x + y <N - z then BW2 (T) provides a black-and-white coloring of T in O(Nz) 
time. 
Proof. Correctness follows from Theorem 4.1. For complexity, observe that 
Steps 2-5 are in O(N). Since each step is applied at most z times, only O(Nz) 
computations are made. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Zf x + y d N - a(T), a black-and-white coloring of T can be found in 
O(N log N) time. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.9, a labelling corresponding to a complete splitting of 
T with a(T) levels can be found in O(N log N) time. Given this splitting, a black-and- 
white coloring can be found in O(No(T)) time from Theorem 4.1. But 
a(T) E O(log N) from Corollary 3.4 and the result follows. 0 
To conclude, in order to find a black-and-white coloring of a tree T, the following 
steps (of increasing complexity) may be taken: 
(i) Compute the connected splitting number o’(T) of T in O(N) time. If 
x + y <N - o’(T) compute a black-and-white coloring of T also in O(N) time and 
stop. 
(ii) Compute the splitting number a(T) of T in O(N log N) time. If x + y < 
N - o(T) compute a black-and-white coloring of T in O(N 1ogN) time and stop. 
(iii) Use the dynamic programming algorithm to determine in O(N3) time whether 
T admits a black-and-white coloring and obtain one if it is the case. 
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